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The imperial Presidency [1] has overturned Congress and the law again. Not content to stop at rewriting immigration policy, education
policy and energy policy, yesterday, President Obama’s Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released an official policy
directive rewriting the welfare reform law of 1996. The new policy guts the federal work requirements [2] that were the foundation of
the Clinton-era reform.

While this real news occurred yesterday, most of the media remained fixated on political ads and speeches, letting a major and
unilateral shift in America’s welfare system go nearly unreported.

Welfare reform replaced the old Aid to Families with Dependent Children with a new program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF). The Heritage Foundation played a pivotal role in building bipartisan consensus for the reform and providing many of the
recommendations that became part of the law. The whole point was that able-bodied adults should be required to work or prepare for
work as a condition of receiving welfare aid.

This reform was very successful. [3] TANF became the only welfare program (out of more than 70) that promoted greater self-reliance.
It moved 2.8 million families off the welfare rolls and into jobs so that they were providing for themselves. Child poverty fell, and
single-parent employment rose. Recipients were required to perform at least 20–30 hours per week of work or job preparation activities
in exchange for the cash benefit.

Now, Obama’s HHS is claiming that it can waive those work requirements that are at the heart of the law, and without Congress’s
consent.

When it established TANF, Congress deliberately exempted or shielded nearly all of the TANF program from waiver authority. They
explicitly did not want the law to be rewritten at the whim of HHS bureaucrats. In a December 2001, the non-partisan Congressional
Research Service clarified that there was no authority to override work and other major requirements: “Effectively, there are no TANF
waivers [2],” it reported.

But that did not stop the Obama Administration, which has been increasing welfare spending at an alarming rate already. President
Obama has added millions to the welfare rolls [4], and his Administration has come under fire lately for its efforts to expand and
add more Americans to the food stamp program.

This is a chronic problem: Over the past two decades, welfare spending has grown more rapidly than Social Security and Medicare,
education, and defense. The TANF reform was one small step in the direction of reducing Americans’ dependence on government
programs and getting them back on their feet. Cutting its work component is likely to unnecessarily swell the ranks of welfare recipients
and with no way to pay for it.

Heritage experts Robert Rector and Kiki Bradley explained further in their comprehensive analysis of yesterday’s announcement [5]:

In the past, state bureaucrats have attempted to define activities such as hula dancing, attending Weight Watchers, and
bed rest as “work.” These dodges were blocked by the federal work standards. Now that the Obama Administration has
abolished those standards, we can expect “work” in the TANF program to mean anything but work. The new welfare dictate
issued by the Obama Administration clearly guts the law.

Obama certainly didn’t tell people he was going to gut welfare reform when he was running for President in 2008—and why would he?
“Welfare horror stories helped elect Ronald Reagan,” wrote [6] Mickey Kaus of The Daily Caller. “A promise to ‘end welfare as we know
it’ elected President Clinton…And in 2008, Barack Obama didn’t dare suggest that he wanted to do what he has done today.”

While the 1996 welfare reform successfully moved people from welfare into work, it did not “end welfare as we know it.” Now, however,
the Obama Administration has ended welfare reform as we know it. The President cannot hide his disastrous unemployment record by
depriving Americans of the hope of a job. He should immediately reverse this course, and offer constructive ideas for economic growth
rather than government dependence.

Fact Sheet on Welfare Reform [7]

 [8]

Quick Hits:

“Syrian opposition activists said more than 200 people were killed in a Sunni village on Thursday by government forces using
tanks and helicopters,” reports [9] The New York Times. “The killings, if confirmed, would be the worst in a series of massacres
that have convulsed Syria’s increasingly sectarian uprising against President Bashar al-Assad.”
Pressure is growing on D.C. Major Vincent Gray to resign after evidence surfaced that a secret “shadow campaign [10]” funneled
money toward his election.
In a new interview, President Obama says that his biggest mistake as President has been a failure to “tell a story to the American
people [11].”
Having a pool party or just a hot day at work? If you live in one of seven pilot cities, you can dial up an ice cream truck to pay a
visit to you, courtesy of Uber [12].
Do the rich pay their “fair share” in taxes? A new report from the Congressional Budget Office answers that question, explains
[13] Heritage’s Guinevere Nell.
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